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Experts level
The respect goes to who have all uncommon research, inventive contemplations and consideration in the progressing examples of Dermatology field having experience and achievements. It is the most famous respect of the whole gathering. The capability criteria for achieving this respect is that one should have least of 20+ significant stretches of understanding. You can pick justifying the respect through on the web.

Professional level
The Award for expert or scholarly research in Dermatology field and specialists having research information in the field of Dermatology with most applicable achievements. The experience and the high pledged knowledge have high level to the award. The experts having research knowledge at 10+ years of experience in the field of Dermatology with most relevant accomplishments. All the qualifications, experience and research are considered mainly. You can assign meriting the honour through on the web.

Scholar level
The conference offers Scholar Level Award for the forthcoming researchers, specialists and experts having 10+ years research involvement with the field of Dermatology. Our gathering might want to give best stage to grow your system by sharing your exploration information at organize. Conference stage will give platform to all introduction of the research knowledge in the conference. Presentation includes 25-30 minutes of oral talk on the scientific research topics based on the theme of the conference. You can assign meriting the honour through on the web.

Womens Scientist
Our conference gives the great platform to the women researchers for giving latest research projects with an in-depth analysis. We warmly welcome women researchers from Universities/Industries to the research understanding to who have 10+ years of research experience to join the forum. We are glad to empower our lady’s researcher’s members through research grants and give help to women researchers in profession improvement and research direction through our joint efforts. Women Scientist can nominate deserving of the award through online.

Outstanding speaker
This award is recognizing for individual who will present their projects, strategies, and schemes that have been implemented to improve long-term excellence in Dermatology. You can nominate deserving of the award through online.

Best Keynote Speaker
The award considered according to their criteria of the conference, which should be most effective and professional to the subject and are delivered with most inspiring impact to the audiences and to improve long-term excellence in Dermatology. Based on all the evaluations of the committee members the Best keynote speaker award is given to the speaker. You can select someone the honour through on the online.

Best Poster Presentation
Student Poster Competition is organized at Conference, to encourage students and recent graduates to present their original research. The best is decided in the presence of the committee members like session chair, evaluation panel and the conference chair.

Euroscicon aims at setting a platform for all the budding scientists and researchers to present their real-time work and share their views and aspects related to the theme of the conference. You can nominate someone deserving of the award through online.

Outstanding thesis
The outstanding speaker session recognizing individual speakers for Masters/Ph.D./Post Doctorate thesis work Presentation with their strategically and innovative ideas which helps in improvement in this field of Dermatology. Based on all best speakers the evaluation committee and Conference Chair decide which speaker will receive the Best Outstanding speaker Award. You can select meriting the honour through on the online.
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